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stock1. The Company objected that " trade is a free agent
and must not be limited". Neither the Dutch nor the
Council. French imposed limitations, and " such a kind of levelling
or limiting personal estates was never known in common-
wealths, much less in monarchies". It was also repre-
sented that " no considerable man of fortune or experience
will ever endure the fatigue of continual study in the East
India Company's arduous affairs, but he will find his account
some way; and that must be either by a great reward
or by a great stock, or by other and worse ways of paying
himself". The most the Company paid a director was
about fifty pounds per annum, but the possession of a large
stock was better for the public safety than any reward.
A director who received a reward was tied only by one cord,
while " he that expects all satisfaction to arise from the
profit of his own stock is tied with the two great cords
which do almost the whole business of the world—viz.
reward by the profit of his own great stock, and fear of
great loss if his stock should miscarry by ill conduct".
The proposal to limit the amount of the stock which an
individual shareholder might hold was dictated by envy
of ' some few of the Company ', who were ' too rich and too
powerful in the committee'; yet no " great business in
the world did ever thrive where some . . . very few did not
arrive to so much reputation, as Machiavelli calls it, as to
be able to moderate [its] counsels ". In any case, "if it
be a fault there needs no law nor new article in any charter,
for a very few years will cure that, ... for that the sons of
such men were never known to succeed their fathers in the
painful fatigue of the Company's affairs, but did always
settle themselves upon an easier course of life by a revenue
in land'1. Another suggestion was that the joint stock
should continue only for twenty-one years, after which a
new joint stock should be established. This elicited the
comment that no one ought to be forced to sell his stock,
any more than one " that hath an over-great estate of
land in any county can be forced to sell part to make way
1 The House of Commons had resolved that no one should hold more
than £5000 stock in the Company : ibid. x. 591-593.

